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Docket No. 50-423
B14227

Re: 10CFR2.201

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
hshington, DC 20555

Reference: A. R. Blough letter to J. F. Opeka, " Millstone Combined Inspec-
tion 50-245/92-13; 50-336/92-14; 50-423/92-13," dated July 22,
1992.

Gentlemen:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 3
Reply to a Notice of Violation

Inspection Report Np. 50-423/92-13

in a letter dated July 22, 1992 (reference), the NRC Staff transmitted the re-
sults of a safety inspection conducted on May 3, 1992, through June 13, 1992,
at the Millstone Station. The NRC Staff identified one Severity Level IV
violation for Millstone Unit No. 3 and requested that Northeast Nuclear Energy
Company (NNECO) respond to the Notice of Violation (NOV) within 30 days of the
date of the letter transmitting the notice. The subject NOV addresses the
Staff's concern related to the inadequate planning and work controls for the

at Hin tone Unitremoval of pipe insulation (lagging) to inspect valves s

No. 3. This apparently resulted in the degradation of the supplementary leak
co'alection and release system (SLCRS), thereby failing to meet the technical
specification requirements for- the enclosure building integrity. In a
subsequent discussicn with Mr. L. T. Doerflein, NNEC0 was grant d a one-week
extension in responding to this NOV. This extension wculd ailow NNECO to

. respond to the NOV within 30 days of receipt of this NRC lettet. Pursuant to
the provisions of 10CFR2.201, NNECO hereby provides its reply to the subject
NOV in Attachment 1.

Within the'last year, NNECO has submitted three separate Licensee Event
Reports (LERs 91-018, 92-00- and 92-016) dealing with the operation of the
SLCRS and its interactie with the auxiliary building filter system.
Attachment 2 addresses the .tions that have been taken or will be taken to
resolve the issues related to the effectiveness of the systems. As noted in
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:

Attachment 2, an' update to LER 92-016 will be provided to the NRC by :

September 15, 1992. !

,

if you have any questiens regarding the information contained in this letter,
please contact us.

|

Very truly yours,
'

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY
,

FOR: J. F. Opeka
, .

Executive Vice President

N Oc-.Mrs (LBY: ( A
E. A. DeBarba
Vice President

,

cc: T. T. Martin, Region 1 Administrator i

V. L. Rooney, NRC Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 3
P. -D. Swetland,- Senior Resident inspector. Millstone Unit Nos.1, 2,

and 3
A. R. Blough, Chief, Projects Branch No. 4, Division of Reactor Projects,

Region I.
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Reply to a Notice of Violation
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Millstone Nuclear power Station, Unit No. 3
Reolv to a Notice of Violation

I. Restatement of Violatign

The Hillstone Unit 3 Final Safety Analysis Report
Chapter 6.2.3.3 states that the enclosure building and
supplementary leak collection and release system (SLCRS) is

,

designed to provide at least a 0.25_ inches wg negative
differential pressure across the enclosure building boundary
wiihin one minute following a postulated accident.

Technical Specification (TS) 3.6.6.1 requires two independent
operable trains of SLCRS while the plant is in operational
modes 1, 2, 3, - and 4. If one train of SLCRS is operable,
TS 3.6.6.1 requires that the affected train be restored to an
operable condition within teven days, or the unit must be
placed in hot standby within six hours and cold shutdown in the
following 30 hours.

Contrary to the above, Unit 3 restarted and operated at power
for nine days from January 30 to February 7, 1992, with ' A'
train of SLCRS inoperable, exceeding the seven day action

i statement of TS 3.6.6.1. Specifically, the system was
incapable-of pulling and sustaining sufficient vacuum due (to)'

an unplanned and uncompensated enclosure building breach.

II. Reason L fgr th d tolation

During rounds on February 7,1992, a plant equipment operator discovered
a breach of the SLCRS boundary. This event was reported in~ Licensee
Event Report (LER) 92-003. This violation resulted from operating
Millstone Unit No. 3 at power for 9 days' with the "A" train of SLCRS-

_

unable to fully meet secondary enclosure building pressure requirements
..

due to a -2.9-square-foot.. breach in the in the secondary enclosure
| boundary. Subsequent testing demonstrated that the "A" train of the

L SLCRS was unable to achieve the required 0.25 inches wg negative pressure
L in the secondary enclosure with a breach of this size. lne breach

resulted from inadequate control of work practices when lagging-in the
L- area of four' feedwater isolation valve bypass valves was removed for

inspection of the valves during an erosion / corrosion evaluation.

The root cause of the event is inadequate work planning. The
i_ circumstances surrounding this occurrence of inadequate work control were
. somewhat unusual and contributed significantly to this problem. Most.

L routine maintenance is performed within weil-defined boundaries. This
allows the job supervisor to give specific direction to the worker andL

thus reduce the possibility of going outside of the job scope. The

L
L
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erosion / corrosion investigation that was being performed at the time of
the event covered numerous systems with a constantly expanding number of
locations to be inspected. As a result, what would normally be clear
communication became subject to misinterpretation, and work outside of
the intended scope was performed.

The specifics that led to this event are as follows:

Due to the need to inspect a variety of locations in the feedwater.

system, a single work order was written to cover the removal of
lagging on the feodwater system, preparation of the pipe for
inspection, and subsequent reinstallation of the lagging. The
engineer in charge of the job marked the section of lagging around
the valves to be removed during a prejob walkdown with contractor
personnel. The contractor personnel were told to remove enough
lagging so that sufficient inspection of potentially damaged pipe
could be performed. The marked area was approximately 2 feet from
the penetration. The engineer did not specifically identify the
boundary to the workers because he did not expect the workers to
remove the lagging that far away from the valves to be inspected.

Contributing factors include:

Day-shift contract personnel were shown where to remove lagging, but.

the night shift actually performed the work.

During inspection of other specific components, the piping.

inspectors had determined that additional components also needed to
be tested. In order to avoid the need to assemble a work force to
remove additional lagging, the guidance to remove enough insulation
to cover increased inspections was given,

There is nothing distinctive about these particular SLCRS boundaryo

seals which would cause a worker to know that the material should
not be removed. Most SLCRS seals are sufficiently distinct from
insulation. The feedwater line seals are different because of the
elevated temperaturo.

The role of the plant ehginN,' f d construction representative as.

job supervisors was not cleariy defined. Corporate Engineering
Management, Site Engineering Management, and Generation Construction
Management did not clearly define the respective roles of key
individuals in the erosion / corrosion program with respect to work
control. In addition, the primary duty of the plant engineer is not
to provide supervision over contractor personnel. As such, the
plant engineers wer; not given training in this area.

1
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111. Corrective Steps That Have Been Taken and Results Achieved

As described in LER 92-C03, the breach was immediately sealed using
substitute material because the actual seal had been discarded.
Procedures for the erosion / corrosion investigation were changed to
require a walkdown of areas where lagging was to be removed to
specifically idnntify barriers. All existing work locations were also
toured to ensure that no other breaches existed.

IV. Corrective Steps That Will Be Taken to Avoid Further Violations

A walkdown of all similar SLCRS boundaries will be performed to identify
locations where seal material could be mistaken for lagging. These
locations will be marked to indicate that they are part of the SLCRS
boundary and may not be removed without prior notification of the control
rooP-

Existing administrative controlc reouire notification of the control room
in the event that work outside of the job scope is performed. While the
work order may be changed, the changes must be reviewed and approved by
appropriate supervision before work can continue. NNEC0 randomly
conducts surveillances on non-QA work practices. A review of these
surveillances showed that there were no other incidents noted during
these surveillances where work was unintentionally performed outside of
the job scope. These surveillances covered the entire Millstone site for
a period of 24 months.

Existing administrative controls require that possible breaches of any
fire, C02, security, high-energy line break (HELB), or SLCRS boundary be -

identified to the control room before actually breaching the barrier, and
that any suspected breach be immediately reported while work is in
progress.

NNEC0 has an ongoing initiative to emphasize the need for procedural
compliance at all levels. While this situation was not covered by a
specific procedure, the need to understand the caneral work environment
is incumbent on all workers. A review of instances where a technical
individual was directing work by outside contractors was cont ..ad. On

several occasions, discrepancies were noted because requirement: ..ere not
clearly communicated.

A review of Maintenance department procedu vs showed that a requirement
to inspect work areas for possible breacnes is already in pl ace in
procedures which are expected to require insulation removal. A

departmental training program which includes control of large-scope jobs
already exists for individuals who will function as job supervisors.

_ - ___ __ _ _ - _ . .__ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _
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A review of Instrument and Controls Department procedures shows that few
procedures require insulation removal. When insulation removal is
required or a barrier breach is required department procedures specify
the work requirements which precludes the possibility of a barrier
breach.

This event has been discussed by department managers. The importance of
specifying job responsibilities and roles is fully und e stood. This
event will be used as a case study for engineering, neintenance and
construction management and supervisory personnel as to the need to -

specify work control on large complex tasks.

Existing training programs provided to maintenance, I&C, and construction
supervisors will be reviewed to determine which sections should be
provided to personnel whose primary function is not a job supervisor, but
could be asked to perform supervisory functions. Department managers and
supervisors will ensure that an individual has proper training or
experience before making a job supervisory assignment.

The corrective actions described above will be completed by February 28, ,

1993.

V. Date When full Compliance will be Achieygd

NNECO is presently in full compliance with all requirements pertinent to
this violation. Full compliance was achieved when enclosure building
integrity was restored by installing replacement seals in accordance with
the station procedures and the associated limiting condition for
operation was exited on February 7, 1992. -

VI. Generic Imolications

lhe corrective actions, as described above, will be reviewed for
applicability to Millstone Unit Nos.1 and 2 and the Haddam Neck Plant,
and appropriate actions will be taken, if required.

. _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ __ --_ ___- __
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Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 3

Evaluation of Drawdown Effectiveness of the
Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System ,

and Auxiliary Building Filter System
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[ Evaluation of Draw own Effectiveness of we
Supplementary Leak Cs !1Ntion and Release System

and Auxiliarv !uildina filter System
_

,

q

System Descriotion,
,

$

The se 7ndary enclosure around the containment is requirad to be
'

: maintained at a slightly negative pressure during accifent conditions.,

Two systems, namely the supplementary leak collection and release system
(SLCRS) and auxiliary building filter system, work together ' W isfy
this requirement.

% ie auxiliary building filter system is designed te wo itered g
<haust path for air brought into the auxiliary bui' ..iargi ng

.

pump and component cooling water pumps and heat ext supply fans. ?'
..

The amount of air brought in by these supply fans is t gendent on outside
- air temperature. During the winter, a rm.i'vely small amount is brought b.

- into the aur.111ary building sc that the awrature of the air exhausted
from the area of the charging pump, an! cmsnent cooling water pumps and
eat exthangers is maintained above 6S'i. Tv.refore, the load that would

nla M en the auxthary building tilter system in a postulateda

at if at tring the winter months is relativaly small. On the other
hand during the summer months a higher flow rate is required to provide

,

adequne cooling to these components. Therefore, a larger demand would
,

be nlaced on the. filter system in the event of a postulated accident
dur mg the warm months.

In order to har.dle this seasonal variation in postulated accident case
loading, the filter system was designed to maintain a constant slight
positive pressure at the intake to the filters during all conditions.
This_ was accomplished by the variable inlet vanes (VIVs) between the
filter and fan in each train running in the autontic mode. The system -

was designed to exhaust up to 30,000 cfm from the auxiliary building.

The SLCRS is designed to produce a negative pressure in the secondary.

enclosure and provide a filtered exhaurt path for air drawn into these
buildings as a result of the pressure differential. The SLCRS is-
designed to hndle up to 10,000 cfm of leakage from the entire secondary
containment.

Since th) auxiliary building filter system must exhaust at least as much
air es is brought into the auxiliary building in order for the SLCR9 to
handle only leakage, the 18-month sacondary enciosure drawdown test is
performed using both systems.

& [*
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h_ II. Sy3 tem QgeratjAn

Due to difficulties in performing start-up tests in 1986, a change was
made to the operating procedures for the auxiliary building filter system
to set the VIVs at 20 percent in manual with the system in standby. The
impact of this procedure change was not reflected in the surveillance

2 procedures. As a result, the 18-month drawdown s- .illance is performed
with the VIVs in automatic and then tne VIVs art. returned to manualR 20 percent.

_

In Licensee Event Report (LER) 91-018 we stated that the auxiliary
building filter system was able to establish a negative pressure in the
secondary enclosure even if the SLCRS was inoperable. This statement did
not account for '.he fact that the VIVs were set at 20 percent manual and
that the load on the filters varies with cutside temperature. Further
testirig will be required to determine if both trains would have been
capable of achieving the required negative pressure in the secondary *
enclosure with both VIVs at 20 percent during all outside weather

4 conditions.

III. CurreAt System Goerabil Lt.y

In response to LER 92-003, a test to determine the impact of a
2.9-square-foot breach in the secondary containment boundary on the
.bility to draw a negative pressure in the enclosure was performed. As a
result of this test, it was concluded that setting the VIVs at 20 per ant
open in manual was not conservative during the summer months. Based on
the fact that the monthly flow rate surveillance passed with the VIVs set p
at 100 percent, the VIVs were set at an expected conservative pc~ition of %

100 percent open since July 11, 1992.

During system evaluation subsequent to July 11, it was deter ined thitt
tM monthly surveillance was being performed with an addicional fan
supplying air to the filter system. This factor w s overlooked ine

deter ~ining the position of the VIVs on July 11. Therefore, a test of

the filter system was performed on August 24, 1992. This test showed
that the filter fans tripped on low suction prtceure with the VIVs set at
100 percent. Both trains were declared inoperable and an immediate
notification was sent to the NRC. Subsequent testing that day showed ,

that the "A" train fan would start with the VIVs at 50 percent and the *

"B" train LJuld start with the VIVs at 20 percent. A SLCRS drawdown test
was then performed successfully for each trcin with these settings.

IV. Lona-Term System Operability

Based on the complexity of the interaction between SLCRS and the
auxiliary bui', ding filter system and the variety of outside temperature
conditions under which these systems operate, an internal task force has

4
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- been formed. This task force has the following assignments in order of
- priority:

A. Ensure that the system remains operable at all times.

3. Ensure' that surveillance testing tirements are run using
repeatable ccnditions ano tnat the . sults of the test: sre

. consistent with accident usage.

C. Determine the impact of having had the VIVs on both trains set at
20 percent manual _during previous operation. '

An initial report on the findings'of this task force will be part of the
- supplemental report for Licensee Event Report 92-016 to be sub::iitted by
September 15, 1992.r
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